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Set in historical times, throughout the Punic wars, this tale follows the adventures of younger
Malchus, an officer in Hannibal's army. Henty describes the army's tremendous trip via southern
Europe and around the Alps in interesting detail, offering either a lesson in historical heritage
and an soaking up story. The stability of energy in Europe swayed among Rome and Carthage
and the result of this fight may make sure the process Western Civilization even till today.
We borrowed this e-book (on CD) from a few pals and listened to it within the van while touring
hither and yon. To my The Young Carthaginian shame, it is the first The Young Carthaginian
Henty i have read. i've got heard great things approximately Henty's paintings for a few years,
yet this was once my first experience.I want i'll have given the publication three half stars, yet I
bumped it The Young Carthaginian as much as 4... i am a pleasant guy. It was once a very
good story, choked with ancient interests. The protagonist, Malchus, used to be really lovely in a
PG type of way. He exemplifies many admirable personality qualities. The downside, however,
used to be that it made his personality appear a piece flat: virtually Ned Flanders-ish, yet now
not quite. the tale moved from one pond of motion and experience to a different to another, to
the purpose the place younger Machus's existence appeared comparable to an episode of 24.
The motion parts of the book, however, have been enjoyable and well-told. The streams among
these ponds of action, though, weren't as pleasing. it'll look that Henty had a penchant for
delivering detail, a lot detail, tedious detail. i believe the ebook might were larger with out The
Young Carthaginian it, however it used to be nonetheless an exceptional publication with it. My
seven-year-old The Young Carthaginian beloved the book, so i am convinced we are going to
do extra Henty. probably we are going to even borrow a few extra from our friends!
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